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ABSTRACT. We study the interaction of an electron with a static and uniform 
magnetic field B, in the presence of the quantized electromagnetic field, by 
means of an exactly soluble model, which allows the study of the line shape 
of the scattered radiation in the resonance region, with spontaneous emission 
effects taken into account. The model also allows an exact renormalization 
procedure, after which the calculated spectrum remains finite, in the point-
electron limit. In particular, we find in this limit finite expressions for 
the linewidth and the.energy shift of the scattered radiation, as functions 
of B. We also find explicit expressions for the electron and field operators, 
and discuss the correspondence of our results with classical solutions. 

RESUMO. Estudamos a interação de um elétron cem um campo magnético B estátio 
e uniforme, na presença do campo eletromagnético quantizado, através de um t3-
delo exatamente solúvel, que permite o estudo da forma de linha da radiação 
espalhada na região de ressonância, levando em conta efeitos de emissão esp< >i-
tânea. 0 modelo permite ainda um procedimento exato de renormalização, após 3 
qual o espectro calculado permanece finito, no limite do elétron pontual. Ei 
particular, encontramos nesse limite expressões finitas para a largura de linha 
e o deslocamento de energia da radiação espalhada, como funções de B. Encont ra
mos também expressões explicitas para oa operadores do elétron e do campo ele
tromagnético, e discutimos a correspondencia de nossos resultados com as so!1 i-
ções clássicas. 

* Wbft fêttiãUf supported by TI»?, CfcTq and CAPES. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

When electrons interact with very strong laser and magnetic 
fields, new effects show up which cannot be predicted with the usual 
perturbation techniques. Interest in this problem has constantly 
increased in the last years, stimulated by the laboratory production 
of strong magnetic fields, by the advent of high-power lasers, by the 
development of plasma physics and by discoveries in the field of 
astrophysics. 

In the usual approach to this problem, the laser field is 
considered to be an external field, and spontaneous emission effects 
are neglected. Thus, Redmond1 obtained exact solutions for the Klein-
Gordon and Ditac equations corresponding to a charged particle aoving 
in the presence of an electromagnetic plane wave plus a static and 
uniform magnetic field parallel to the wave propagation direction. On 
the other hand, approximate solutions for potential scattering in the 
simultaneous presence of a laser field and a static and uniform 
magnetic field have been presented by many authors2'3, taking the 
potential as a perturbation and calculating the transition 
probabilities within Born's approximation. The corresponding cross 
sections exhibit resonant behaviour3, which has already been observed 
in photoionization experiments in the presence of strong magnetic 
fields'*. However, these treatments do not allow the calculation of 
the spectrum of the scattered radiation, or the study of the system 
in the resonant region, when Born's approximation ceases to be valid 
and the linewidth of the Landau levels becomes important. 

la titt pffmsmt work, w« study tb« interaction of an electron with 
a static and uniform magnetic field I, in the presence of the 



quantised electromagnetic field, by means of an exactly soluble model, 
which allows the study of the line shape of the scattered radiation ia 
the resonance region, vith spontaneous Mission effects taken into 
account. The model also allows an exact renormalization procedure, 
after which the calculated spectrum remains finite, in the point-elec
tron limit. In particular, we find in this limit finite expressions 
for the linewidth and the energy shift of the scattered radiation, as 
functions of B. We also find explicit expressions for the electron and 
field operators, and discuss the correspondence of our results with 
classical solutions. We consider here the .specific case in which the 
laser field is initially in a coherent state. However, other kinds of 
''state can be handled, within the framework of our model. 

The present paper is a survey of the main results. A mora 
detailed version will appear elsewhere5. 

2. TIB MODEL 

The Hamiltonian corresponding to our model is (the CGS system is 
used throughout): 

H - JP + f it(r)]2/2m • [jd3k fiw a*(í)aA(£) + ~ t . t (2.1) 

where e>0 ir the magnitude of the electron's charge, uskc, 

X{r) - /^(r) • Â^(í) , (2.2) 

A^r) - i i x ? , (2.3) 

and A_(r) is the quantized electromagnetic vector potential, 
regularized by the electronic charge distribution p(r) [in the point-
electron limit, p(r) » 6(r) ] : 

A^(r) - Jpír'^ír+T^r» , (2.4) 

where 

^' l \ £ w (]^)V2 k ( t ) í > í ) - i í ' ? • ••«.] > <2-*> 
[ax(x),aAf(k')] - 6({-£•)oAX, , (2.6) 

and 

jp<r)d*r - 1 . , (2.7) 

In Eq.(2.5), \ is the polarization index and £%(k) are the 
polarization vectors, which are orthogonal to K (Coulomb gauge). The 
quantization volume is considered to be infinite from the outset.The 



field *£( r) is taken at r*0 in Eq.(!.2), which corresponds to making 
the electric dipole approximation (which is also adopted in all the 
approximate treatments mentioned in Section 1). Consistently, we have 
neglected the interaction jf the electron spin 5 with the magnetic 
field associated with AÇ(r). 

This model is closely related to the one considered in Ref.6. It 
leads however to a different dynamical behaviour. Furthermore, 
renormalization effects are here explicitly taken into account. 

Since the electron is not confined along the direction of t, we 
require that the propagation vector of the initial electromagnetic'* 
field be orthogonal to B, in order for the electric dipole 
approximation to hold. We must also require that the electron's speed 
remains much smaller than the speed of light, since the model is 
nonrelativistic, and that the wavelength of the incident field be much 
larger than the diameter of the region in which the electron moves. 
These last two conditions are in fact equivalent at resonance (when 
the frequency w of the incident field coincides with the ciclotrón 
frequency u * eB/mc), and will hold, at least for the first Landau 
orbits, so clong as v = <•> r. « c, where rT is the radius of the 
first orbit. This condition Is equivalent to B « B c r , where Bc_ • 
« m2c3/en (=4.4*1013G). This restriction on B is not serious, since 
the critical field B is much larger than the strongest fields 
produced in laboratories, and still allows.the treatment of magnetic 
fields observed in astrophysics. Besides this condition on B,one must 
also impose an upper limit on the amplitude E of the laser field.From 
Eq.(3.11) below, one gets that E«Bl7wc , at resonance, where r is 
the linewidth of the scattered radiation. If E is expressed in V/co 
and B in G, the above relation becomes E«3*10~ 1 0 B2, so that, for 
B * 1012G, one should have E<<3*1011* V/cm. For smaller magnetic 
fields, the resonance becomes sharper, and the maximum allowed laser 
amplitude is consequently reduced. Outside resonance, the condition 
on E becomes less severe. 

3. ELECTRON OPERATORS IN THE POINT-ELECTRON LIMIT 

Solution of the Heisenberg equations of motion yields, for the 
electron position operator, after mass renormalization and in the 
point-electron limit (in diadic notation, and taking 

SQt sot 

r(t)»r(0).(ê c e + t c e • z z) + 
• -

¡- [p(o)+¿?(0)*i] 
"R 

-ikctx - e ) 



• ^5 (e - e 

Vikc 
) • |¡J d - «"ÍkCt)l • H.cA , (3.1) 

where 

e+ - I* - (x • iy)/¿2 , (3.2) 

s0 - i«* - T , (3.3) 

-;-5í[ i-âT i*8«*v>] • - »•*> 
r . ieV L + 0(̂ 2)1 t (3#5) 

• » B/Bcr , (3.6) 

a it the fine-structure constant» ID' is the renormalized and shifted 
ciclotrón frequency, and m_ is the physical mass of the electron, 
obtained by exact diagonalTzation of the Hamiltonian given by Eq.(2.1) 
when B-0, following a treatment by Van Kampen7. In Eq.(3.1), a runaway 
term has been discarded. This term grows exponentially with time in 
the point-electron limit. However, if one does not adopt this limit, 
and keeps a nonrelativistic cutoff in momentum space, it can be 
shown5 that this term actually decays very fast, this being the reason 
for neglecting it. 

From the above equations, we can see that 1/r is the lifetime of 
the system. When t>>l/r, the terms in Eq.(3.1) which do not depend on 
the electromagnetic field operators become 

where 

r(t) - [z(0) • vz(0)tjz - -~—¡ [v(0)*U¿ z - rvx(0)l , (3.7) 

c 

S(0) - -L [£(0) • £ ?(0)x|] , (3.8) 
R 

and vA • v x x + v y . The operator v(0) does not coincide with the 
i n i t i a l ve loc i ty ^ v*(0) of the e l ec tron , s ince the quantized 
electromagnetic f i e l d i s not present i n ( 3 . 8 ) . One has, in f a c t , the 
relation 

- e y 0) 
v(0) - v ( 0 ) • — \ . (3.9) 

V 
For NO, one gets precisely the classical expression for the 

motion of an electron with the physical mass m_ in a static and 
homogeneous magnetic field. On the other hand, for B*0, one gets from 
(3.1), as expectedt 



t 

r(t) - r(0) • v(0)t • ^ Í Xg(0,f)dt» , (3.10) 

where Al(r,t) is obtained from Eq.(2.5) by multiplying each a. (k) by 
e~1(dt, corresponding to the free evolution of the electromagnetic 
f ie ld . 

The terms in Eq.(3.1) which depend on the electromagnetic f ield 
operators represent the fo ced motion of the electron under the action 
of the laser and the vacuum fie ld. If the laser field i s in i t ia l ly in 
a coherent state \v? . >, we get, for the field-dependent part r_(t) 
of í ( t ) (assuming °» ° the light i s linearly polarised): g 

<v* ^ !*„(*) Iv* . > - - Im cV % • 
« o , ^ 1 F " k0tA0 n̂ wo k0X0 

£ í - iw't-rt -iwgt ê ê iu*t-rt -iiüQt 

«,-'*ir ( e * e > + i^TOr ( e C ' e > 
v c _ " C 

• i - * ( 1 - e ) (3.11) 

where E i s the amplitude of the corresponding classical f ie ld. This 
expression exhibits a resonant term, centered around ui"u' and with 
width T. From this expression, one gets that, in order c that 
¡<r (t)>| « \ and |<df /d t | « c , one must impose that E « rB/a>0. 
On the other hand, for B*0, one gets 

< r _ < t ) > - - Ü e* sin(w0t) , (3.12) 

»t 0 

which is just the classical expression for the motion of an electron 
in an oscillating field E "£* . sin(u>0t), with the initial conditions 
r i 0 > 0 and%_(0)« -eE/m_u0.°

A°From (3.1) — ' " - — * ' 
?*(0) yields. r 7(0)=v(0), as it should be. 

se see that this value of 

4. ELECTRIC PIELD IN THE POINT-ELECTRON LIMIT 

From the Heisenberg equations of motion one gets, for the 
scattered part of the electric field operator, at an arbitrary 
position K: 

t (jt,t) . e?(t-R/c) .(f-tt) 
* Re 



This equation coincides with the classical expression for the 
electric field produced by an oscillating dipole, except of course for 
the monopole term. The explicit time dependence of E s(R,t) in the 
point-electron limit is obtained by replacing r(t) in the above 
equation by expression (3.1). 

5. THE POWER SPECTRUM 

The spectrum w of the scattered radiation is calculated from the 
correlation function of the electric field at the detector's position 
R. For a linearly polarized laser field, with wave vector KQ parallel 
to the x-axis and polarization vector making an angle 6 with the 
y-axis, we get, for t>>l/T, and assuming that one places in front of 
the detector a polarizer oriented along a direction £j such that 
ei» x * ft (see Fig.l) 

w a(—? ) E2cos28 Ii(u0)(l+ —j- sin20 

«rn^R I wc 

- I2(<"0)(cos26 - -~T sin26) , (5.1) 

where 6 is the polar angle corresponding to R (see Fig.l) and 

Il(") -

I2(w) 

or 

r2+(<--w')2 r^iu+u') 2 

c c 
u(u'-a)) «i)(w+ai') 

c c 

r2+(o>-u)')2 r2+(u+w')2 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

For a polarizer oriented along £2" ̂  x * 1 » o n e nas 

*•• defector a 
Fig.l. Geometry of the system. 
KQ is the wave vector of the 
incident field, and e 2 i* 
orthogonal to ft and contained 
in the plane determined by ft 
and B, while êi-e^*^' 

1 



Fig.2. Plot of l^r/u/) 2 in the 
resonance region, as a function 
of (ti>-w*)/r. for magnetic fields 

il 
act 
12r. from ~ 10* to 101ZG. Within 

graphical precision, all plots 
coincide. 

Fig.3. Plot of 2I2r/u¿ in the -
resonance region, as a function 
of (üi-w,)/r, for magnetic fields 
from C 105 to 10l2G. Within 
graphical precision, all plots 
coincide. 

w 2a(—— ) E2(cos2ecos7^ Ii(w0)(l- —,- sin26) 
4nLC¿R * u c 

• I 2 (u 0 ) ( cos26 y- sin26) +sin28 sin2(i I ] (U»Q)—y- coso 
u

c J L w
c 

+ I2(<D0)(sin<5 f cos6) + 4sin2^ sin28? , 

where ¿ is the azinmthal angle corresponding to R (Fig.l). 

(5.4) 

If no p o l a r i z e r i s p resen t , and if the de t ec to r i s i s o t r o p i c , w 
wi l l be given by the sunt of the two express ions above: w*«*i+W2. For 



B+0, or u)o»u)' , one gets 

2 2 
w a( e •) E2sin2Ç , (5.5) 

v 2 R 

where Ç is the angle between cj£ , and R. This result is proportional 
to the classical expression for the time-averaged power per unit solid 
angle irradiated by an electron in the presence of a plane 
electromagnetic wave, in the electric dipole approximation. 

The term in (5.A) which is independent of u>0 originates from the 
oscillations of the electron along the z direction, for which the 
magnetic field plays no role. 

The above expressions exhibit a resonance for Ü>O"W¿ with 
linewidth T. Close to resonance, when |**o-u¿|s-.Tt the dominant 
contribution is the one proportional to I I ( U Q ) , which has 
approximately a Lorentzian shape. The functions Ii(u>) and ^(u) are 
plotted in Figs.2 and 3, for magnetic fields ranging from 10* to 1012G, 
close to resonance. By choosing convenient units, one can make all 
graphs for Ii(u) to coincide, within graphical precision, for all 
magnetic fields considered, and so long as one is close to resonance. 
The same is valid for l2 (<*>)• 

The stationary spectra exhibited in £qs.(5.1) and (5.4) do not 
depend on the electron's initial state, and do not display any 
specific quantum nature (since they do not depend on fi). This will not 
be the case however for the transient spectrum, defined as suggested 
in Ref.8, and which can be exactly calculated from Eq.(4.1).' 
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